
Data mining, mapping, and reporting services by AACER® leverage 
court data to enhance servicing, investing, and legal service activities by 
automating workflows, creating work product, and generating insights

Data Mining Services

precision

Problem: Banks, non-bank servicers, investors, and 
law firms all need to mine, map, and transform 
electronic data from the bankruptcy court system in 
order to complete bankruptcy activities. 

Solution: AACER® combines industry-leading 
proprietary technology for mining, mapping, and 
reporting electronic data. Then AACER® validates 
and delivers the data you need, the way you need it. 

What we offer
Flexibility: AACER® data services are available 
through a variety of ways like API and web services 
to deliver data on daily, weekly, and any other time 
frames to meet your needs.

Insight: Servicers and investors use us to scrub 
acquired loan portfolios, to provide loan scorecards, 
facilitate servicing activities, and complete 
transaction due diligence.

Confidence: Banks and non-bank servicers, investors 
and law firms use AACER® data services extensively. 
Servicers use AACER® to compare loan documents 
to servicing system data and report exceptions. They 
use AACER® to retrieve trustee payment voucher data 
and automatically identify corresponding accounts in 
loan portfolios for payment processing and for many 
other day-to-day activities that would otherwise be 
risk-prone and costly.

How we deliver
Our data services combine industry-leading, 
proprietary character recognition, extraction, and 
mapping technology, quality assurance analysts 
and court process, bankruptcy and other expertise. 
We mine and transform any electronic data in the 
bankruptcy court system, including from within 
documents. We compare and validate court data 
with system of record data, trustee payment data, 
and other data to provide a spectrum of high-value 
data services. We deliver data in text and excel 
formats, through our online platform and using our 
APIs and web services for automated, system-to-
system exchange.
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